GREEK WEEK EDITION

OMICRON THETA WINS
3RD BACK TO BACK
GREEKWEEK

Whats Up Next ?

CONTINUE TO REACH

CHAMPIONS
OMICRON THETA CARRIES IT ON

OUT THROUGH SOCAL

After an eventful school year of having to pIck up the pieces of what we lost

MEDIAS FOR ANY

due to covid, our fraters were victorious in bringing home a third consecutive

QUESTIONS OR

Greek Week Champion title. We would like to thank our alumni advisor, and

CONCERNS YOU MAY

one of out former Prytanises, Dylan Francis for backing us with getting the

HAVE ABOUT

evnt to even go on, Our Greek Week Chair Ethan Yamin and Gamahl Keels-

ANYTHING GOING ON

Bobo for dedicating time to getting the chapter on one accord to prevail

BOTH ON AND OFF

victorious and lastly our Current Prytanis John Grabowski for acting as a

CAMPUS

leader for all organizational presidents, getting everyone on the same page and
allowing everyone to express concerns and share ideas as to how we shoulf
not only plan greek week but continue to promote greek unity as we share the
nature and experiences gifted to us through greek life here at Newberry.
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KD's and Trophies
The men of Tau Kappa Epsilon would like

making sure we were in the loop about

to give a special shout out to the women

any last minute changes to events. We

of the Delta Mu Chapter of Kappa Delta

would also like to give a special shout out

here at Newberry College, for also ending

to Frater Kyle Hogan for not only taking

the week as Greek Week 2021

initiative to help out during the week, but

Champions. We know how hard you all

for also getting his uncle to help with his

have worked to be successful in each

idea for a new chariot which if I say so

event during the week as well as

my self was the best looking chariot to

execution in games and talent

ever grace seltzer field.

competitions. We would also like to take
this time to acknowledge the hard work
of Frater Will Eubanks, as he is our
current IFC president, for hosting events
and
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Red Carnation BBQ
As the year closes and we start to get

the plan for this Red Carnation Ball is to

ready for graduation, final exams, moving

be dressed down, with TKE apparel

out, and planning for the next school

everywhere, your choice of jeans, khakis,

year, I am so excited for what the new

or shorts, and for us to have a big grill

year is about to hold. before we close out

out as we reminisce with each other

the year it would not have been a

stories of our beloved house and share

successful school year with out our

the memories that helped us remain loyal

beloved Red Carnation Ball . Our bal is to

member of the Omicron Theta Chapter

take place at the house on April 24th and

of Tau Kappa Epsilon .

is expexted to officially start at 6, though
brothers plan to be there all day in
preperation for the ball and to start the
festivities early.
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Monthly Highlights
For our first highlight we would like to

Our Second Highlight this month goes to

give a very well dissevered shout out to

Frater Hunter Vandyke for remaining

Frater Kyle Hogan for taking the initiative

diligent at his Vice President position. He

to start making small yet sufficient

has been consostent in reminder

changes around the house that include

brothers of chair reports, updates on

fixing our ritual door, building the

different dates in the fraternity, and

chariot, fixing both brother's room doors

spreading our good name simply by being

so that can refrain from further damage.

a kind and respectful individual in the

We appreciate you so much Kyle for

community. Hunter has also been

everything you have done and continue

proficient as a member of the

to do for this Chapter.

philanthropy committee and you will
always see him fishing for a cure for our
beloved children at St.Jude.

